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PAIRINGS OF HOMOTOPY SETS OVER AND UNDER B 

NOBUYUKIODA 

ABSTRACT. We define pairings and copairings in the category of topological spaces 
over and under B. We prove a relation between pairings of homotopy sets induced by 
a pairing and a copairing of topological spaces over and under B. We obtain some 
properties of the axes of pairings and the homotopy set of the axes of pairings in the 
category of topological spaces over and under B. We also prove the dual results. 

Introduction. In the previous papers [11, 12], we obtained fundamental properties 
of pairings and copairings in the category of equivariant topological spaces with base 
point. The purpose of this paper is to study pairings and copairings in the category of 
topological spaces over and under B [4, 5]. We show that many results on pairings and 
copairings in the category of topological spaces with base point can be generalized to 
the category of topological spaces over and under B. 

In §1, we review some definitions in the category Topjj of topological spaces over 
and under B. In this category Top£, there are fibrewise product X xBY and fibre wise 
wedge sum X \/B Y for any spaces X and Y. These constructions will be used for the 
definition of pairings and copairings. 

In §2, we consider pairings and copairings in Top£. We call a map //: X xB Y —» Z a 
pairing with axes/:X —> Zand g: Y —• Z if 

Li\XxB{*B} ~Bf and /i|{**} xBY~Bg, 

where *B is the fibrewise base point and the symbol ~B means that the maps are fibrewise 
pointed homotopic. Dually, we define a copairing 0: A —> H VB R with coaxes h:A—+H 
and r: A —> R. A pairing \i\ X xB Y —• Z defines a pairing of homotopy sets in Top£ 

+B:[W,X\B
Bx[W,Y]B

B^lW,Z\% 

and a copairing 6:A—> H VB R defines another pairing of homotopy sets 

+5 :[ / / ,Z]*x[#,Z]*^[A,Z]*. 

The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
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232 NOBUYUKI ODA 

THEOREM 2.3. Let [i:XxBY —> Zbeapairing with axesf: X —> Z andg: Y —> Z, a/id 
9:A—> H VB Ra copairing with coaxes h:A—+H and r.A—+R in Top .̂ Let a:H—+X, 
(3:R —> X, 7: # —> Y and 8:R-^ Y be maps in Topjj. 77ien the following relations hold 
in[A,Z]B

B. 

(1) (a+B(3)+B(l+B6) = (a+Bl)+B((3+B8) 
(2) h*(a)+Br*(6)=Ma)+Bg*(6) 
(3) r*(f3)+Bh*(l) = g*(l)+BMf3) 

This theorem corresponds to Theorem 2.7 of [12]. 
Let us write/ _U g if there exists a pairing /i: X xB Y —• Z with axes / : X —> Z and 

g: y —• Z. In §3, we firstly prove some formulae for the relation f ±.B g of two maps 
/ : X —» Z and g: F —> Z in TopJJ. We also consider homotopy sets of the axes of pairings 
in Top^. Let v: X —» Z be a map in Top^. Then we define the homotopy set of the axes 
of pairings by 

v±*(Y,Z) = {[g]B
B:Y^Z\v±Bg}. 

This set is a generalization of the groups introduced by Gottlieb [1,2], Jiang [6], Varadara-
jan [13] and Woo and Kim [15]. These results are also closely related with the works by 
Hoo [3], Kim [7] and Lim [8, 9, 10]. One of the results in this section is the following 
one. 

THEOREM 3.5. If A is a co-grouplike space in Top ,̂ then (lx)lfl(A, X) is an abelian 
subgroup which is contained in the center o/[A, X]B

B. 

This theorem is a generalization of some results by Gottlieb, Hoo, Lim and Varadarajan 
(cf. Remark 3.6 in §3). 

In §4, we prove the dual results of §3, namely, results on copairings in the category 

The author would like to thank Professor I. M. James and Mr. A. Cook for useful 
conversations on fibrewise topology for the preparation of this paper during his stay at 
The Mathematical Institute of Oxford. 

1. Category over and under B. Let Top be the category of topological spaces. 
We work in the category Top^ of the topological spaces over and under B. We find 
terminologies and results in Chapters 1, 3, 5 of James [4] and Chapter IV of James [5]. 

An object in Top^ is a pair of maps in Top 

which satisfies p o u = 15, the identity map. Over each point b G B, we regard u(b) 
the base point of the subspace p~l(b) of X, which is called the fibre over b. We write 
u(b) = *b and p~x(b) = X .̂ Then *fi = {*j, | b G B} is the fibrewise base point. 

A morphism 

f:(B^X-^B)->(B^Y^B) 
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PAIRINGS OF HOMOTOPY SETS OVER AND UNDER B 233 

in TopU is a map/:X —> F which makes the following diagram 

II if II 
B -^-> Y -U B 

commutative. So a map/: X —> Y in Topf is a fibrewise pointed map. A fibrewise pointed 
homotopy relation is denoted by ~B and the set of the homotopy classes in Topf by 
[X, Y]B

B. 
Let X VB Y denote the fibrewise wedge sum and X xB Y the fibrewise product. We have 

natural equivalences 

[X, F, xB Y2]
B

B * [X, Ytf x [X, Y2]
B

B 

[x, v,x2,n;^[x1,n;x[x2,n;. 
We regard X % F as a subspace of X xB Y by the inclusion map 

jB:XVB YCXXBY. 

Moreover we use the following maps in Top£. 
T.X xBY —• Y xB X is the fibrewise switching map. 
AXB: X —> X xB X is the fibrewise diagonal map. 
\/X,B' X \/B X —• X is the fibrewise folding map. 
*B: X —> 7 is the fibrewise constant map or fibrewise base point. 

2. Pairings and copairings over and under B. We now define pairings and copair-
ings in the category Top?. 

We call a map ^ X x J - ^ Z a pairing with axes f:X —> Z and g: Y —-> Z if the 
diagram 

/* 
I x J —> Z 

Jfl T Î VZ,B 

X % F —> ZVB Z 
fvBg 

is homotopy commutative in Topf . A pairing /JL:X xBY—> Z with axes / : X —> Z and 
g: F —> Z defines a pairing of homotopy sets 

•ht:[w,x];x[w,n;^[w,z]j 

by the formula 
«•h»/? = M ° (a xfi/3) o Awy. W-+Z 

for any maps a: W —-> X and /?: W —> F in Top£ . 
This satisfies the relations 

(2.1) a +*** =/*(<*) and *B +,/? = $,(/?) in [W,Z];. 
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234 NOBUYUKIODA 

PROOF. If (3 = *B, then we see 

(a xB *fl) o AWM = jB o /15 o a: W—> X xB Y 

for the inclusion map ilB: X —> X \£ F, which is defined by /lfi(x) = (x, *fe) when p(x) = b. 
Then we have 

a+B*8 = / i o ( a x B *fi) o A^B = \i ojB o /lfi o a ~Bf o a = /*(«). 

By a similar argument, we have the case that a = *fi. • 

We call a map 6:A—+ H Vfi /? a copairing with coaxes h:A—+ H and r: A —> /? if the 
diagram 

A —> H VB R 
&A,B I i JB 

A xBA —> H xBR 
hxBr 

is homotopy commutative in Top^. A copairing 9:A—> H WB R with coaxes h:A —^ H 
and r:A—+R defines a pairing of homotopy sets 

+B:[H,Z\B
Bx[R,Z]B

B^[A,Z\B
B 

by the formula 

a+B/3 = V z , o ( « % /3)o0:A->Z 

for any maps a:H—*Z and /?: /? —> Z in TopjJ. 
This pairing satisfies relations 

(2.2) a+fl *s = h\a) and *B +B/3 = r*(J3) in [A,Z]J. 

PROOF. We prove only the first relation of (2.2), since the other case is proved 
similarly. If /? = *B, then we have 

Vz,* ° (a % *B) = a oyls; H WB R-^Z 

for the projection mapj'^: / / \£ R—>H, which is defined byy*1B(x, *&) = x for any element 
xof H andy1B(*fc, y) = *& for any element y of /?, where /?(*) = q(y) = b. We remark that 

JXB °0=p[B ojB o 0 ~Bp[B o (/i xB r) o AA.B = hop]Bo AA,S = ho\A = h, 

whereyB: / / \̂  /? —+ / / x̂  /? is the inclusion map, and/?1B: A xB A —-> A midp[B: H Xg R —> / / 
are projection maps to the first factor. Then we have 

<* +* *B = Vz,B ° (a Vfl *B) o 0 = a ojlB o 9 ~B a o ft = ft*(a). 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let/x:XxB Y —•> Zbeapairingwithaxesf:X—+Zandg: Y—>Z, and 
6:A-^H yB Ra copairing with coaxes h.A-^H and r:A—*R in Top?. Let a: H—+X, 
(3: R —» X, 7: H —> Y and 6:R-^ Y be maps in Topf. Then the following relations hold 
in[A,Z\B

B. 

(1) (a+BP)+B(l+Bà) = (a+B7)+B((3+B6) 
(2) h\a)+Br*(6)=Ma)+Bg*(è) 
(3) r*((3)+Bh*(l) = g*(l)+BM(3) 

PROOF. (1) Over each point b £ B, the maps on both sides of the equation coincide 
(cf. proof of Theorem 2.7 of Oda [12]). So we have the equation. 

(2) is obtained by setting /? = 7 = * in (1) and using (2.1) and (2.2). 
(3) is obtained by setting a = 6 = * in (1) and using (2.1) and (2.2). • 

As immediate consequences of Theorem 2.3, we have the following results. 

COROLLARY 2.4. Let [i\ X xB Y —> Z be a pairing with axesf: X —> Z and g:Y —• Z 
and 0:A—>H VB Ra copairing with coaxes h:A—>H and r:A—+R in Top*. 

(1) IfX = Y andf ~B g, then 

h*(a)+Br*(P) = r*((3)+Bh*(a) 

in [A,Z]B
Bforany maps a:H—>Xand(3:R^>X in Top*. 

(2) If H = R and h ~B r, then 

M(3)+Bg*(è) = g*(6)+BfM 

in [A,Z]B
Bforany maps /?: if —> Xand6:H —+Y in Top£. 

3. Axes of pairings over and under B. We write/ LB g when there exists a pairing 
/ / : X x f i r ^ Z w i t h a x e s / : X - + Z a n d g : r — > Z i n Top£. 

Dually we write hTB r when there exists a copairing 6:A —> H \/B R with coaxes 
h.A^Hmdr.A^Rin Top8,. 

We call a map g:Y—+X a. cyclic map in Top6, when lx J_B g. 
We call a map r: A —» R a cocyclic map in Top̂  when \A ~TB r. 
We call a space X a Hopf space in Top8, when lx ±.B lx. 
We call a space A a co-Hopf space in Top8, when 1A1^ lA. 
If A is a co-Hopf space in Top£ or if X is a Hopf space in Top8, then the homotopy 

set [A, X]B
B has a binary operation +B or +B respectively. If A is a co-Hopf space and X is a 

Hopf space, then the two binary operations +B and +B in [A, X]B
B coincide and, moreover, 

these binary operations are abelian and associative (Set h~Br~B \A and/ ~B g ~B lx in 
Theorem 2.3). 

Although the homotopy set [A, X] has a binary operation with unit when A is a co-
Hopf space or when X is a Hopf space, it is not necessarily a monoid in a usual sense 
(since we do not assume associativity for co-Hopf structure of A or Hopf structure of X 
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in general). So we give the following definition for Proposition 3.1 and Theorems 3.5 
and 4.6: If S is a set with a binary operation •, then we call the subset 

{z <E S I z • x = x • z for all x G S} C S 

the center of S. 
The following results are special cases of Corollary 2.4 and say that cyclic maps and 

cocyclic maps are contained in the center of homotopy sets (cf. Remark 3.6). 

PROPOSITION 3.1. ( 1 ) Let Xbea Hopf space in Top£ .Ifr.A-^Risa cocyclic map, 
then the image of 

r*:[R,X]B
B^[A,X]B

B 

is contained in the center of [A, X]B
B. 

(2) Let A be a co-Hopf space in Top .̂ If g: Y —> X is a cyclic map, then the image of 

g*:[A,Y]e
B->[A,X]B

B 

is contained in the center of [A, X]B
B. 

PROOF. (1) Set/ ~B g ~B lx and h ~B \A in Corollary 2.4(1), then we have the result. 
(2) Set h~Br ~B \A and/ ~B lx in Corollary 2.4(2), then we have the result. • 

Now, we study some properties of the relation/ _Lfi g for maps/: X —• Z and g: Y —> Z. 

THEOREM 3.2. Iff _LB g for mapsf: X —• Z and g:Y —> Z, then the following results 
hold. 

(1) if of) 1_B (g o g') far any mapsf: Xf — X and g': Y' — Y 
(2) (w of) J_B (w o g) for any map w:Z —> W. 

PROOF. Let / i : I x B 7 - ^ Z b e a pairing for/ ±.B g. Then / io ( f ' x B g') and w o n are 
those for if of) _LB (g o gf) and (w o/) J_B (w> o g) respectively. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Letf : X, —> Z„ / : X2 —> Z2, g, : F, —> Z, am/ g2: F2 —> Z2 Z?e ma/^ 
m Top*. Thenf ±.B g, andf _U g2 implies (/ xB/2) ±B (g, xB g2). 

PROOF. Let ILX:XX XB YX —> Z, and ^2:X2 xB F2 —> Z2 be pairings for / _U g, and 

/ _LB g2 respectively. Then the composition of maps 

(Mi xB/x2)o(lXi x j x . l ^ ) : ^ , xBX2) xB(Yx xfly2)—>Z, xflZ2 

is a pairing for (/; xBf2) ±.B (gx xB g2) where T: X2 xB Yx —• ̂  xB X2 is the switching map. 

THEOREM 3.4. Let f:X -+ Z, v:V -+ Z, g:Y -^ V andw:W —• V ^ m ^ and 
0: A —• X VB Y a copairing in Top .̂ Thenf ±.B v and g _LS w implies | /+ f l(vog)} _LB 

(v o w). 
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PROOF. Let JJLX\ X xB V —> Z and [i2\ Y xB W —> V be pairings for/_LB v and g ±B w 
respectively. Then the composition of maps 

/x, o (\x xB /x2) o (jB xB lw) o (6 xB lw):A xBW-^Z 

is a pairing for {/+ f i(vo^)}lB(vow). • 

For a fixed map v: X —-> Z in Top£, we define 

vJ*(y,z) = {b];:y^z|v-Urf 

where [g]B
B: Y —> Z is the homotopy class of g: F —> Z in Topjj. 

We call a space A a co-grouplike space [4, 5, 14] in Top? when A is a homotopy 
associative co-Hopf space in Top£ with an inverse i/:A —> A, namely, lA+Bv — B*fl 

THEOREM 3.5. If A is a co-grouplike space in TopU, then (1X)±8(A, X) is an abelian 
subgroup which is contained in the center of [A, X]B

B. 

PROOF. The subset (lx)
iiB(A,X) is closed under the operation +B induced by the 

co-Hopf structure of A, as we see by setting v = w = lx, X = Y = A and/, g: A —-> X in 
Theorem 3.4. It is contained in the center of [A, X]B

B by Proposition 3.1(2) (Set A = Y). 
If [a]B

B G (1X)^(A,X), then a±B lx. It follows that (a o */)_LB lx for the inverse 
i/: A —• A by Theorem 3.2(1) or -[a]B

B = [ocov]B
B G (ix)^(A,X). Thus (lx)^(A,X)is a 

subgroup of [A, X]B
B. 

REMARK 3.6. There are following works in connection with Theorem 3.5; Theo
rem 1.4 of Gottlieb [1], Theorem 2 of Hoo [3], Proposition 4.13 of Lim [8], Proposition 4.3 
of Lim [9] and Theorem 1.5 of Varadarajan [13]. 

Dual results: Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 4.2 of Lim [10] (cf Theorem 4.6). 

PROPOSITION 3.7. (1) Ifv _U g for maps v: X —• Z and g.Y^Z, then 

I m ^ : [ A , n ; - . [ A , Z ] ; ) C i ^ ( A , Z ) 

for any space A in Top£. 
(2) v^iY,Z) C (v od)^(Y,Z)forany maps v.X^Zandd\D-+ X. 

PROOF. (1) Let a: A —• Y be any map. Then v_Lfi g implies v_LB (go a) by Theo
rem 3.2(1). It follows that £*([«]£) = [go a]B

B G v^(A, Z). 
(2) is proved similarly. 

THEOREM 3.8. IfZ is a Hopf space in Top ,̂ then 1^(7, Z) = [Y, Z]B
Bfor any map 

v.X^Z. 

PROOF. Since Z is a Hopf space, we have lz _LB lz. If a: Y —• Z is any map, we have 
(lz o v) _U (lz o a) by Theorem 3.2(1) and hence v _U a. It follows that [a]B

B G v^(F, Z). 
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4. Coaxes of copairings over and under B. We now consider the duals of the 
results in the previous section. 

As we defined in §3, we write h TB r if there exists a copairing 9: A —> H VB R with 
coaxes h\A—>H and r. A —» R in Top^. 

THEOREM 4.1. If h TB rfor maps h\A—+H and r:A—+R, then the following results 
hold. 

(1) (ti o h) TB (r7 o r)for any maps h': H —• H' and r'.R^ R'. 
(2) (ho d)TB (ro d) for any map d:D—^A. 

PROOF. Let 9: A —» H VB R be a copairing for hTB r. Then the compositions of maps 
(hf Vfi r O o f l i A ^ / / ' VB Rf md9od:D^H % R are copairings for (ft' o h) TB (r1 or) 
and (ho d)TB (ro d) respectively. 

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let hx:Ax —• i/„ ft2:A2 —• 7/2, TVA, —> Rx and r2:A2 —» 7?2 Z?e 
raa/w m Top .̂ Then hx ~TB rx and h2 TB r2 implies (hx % h2) TB (rx % r2). 

PROOF. Let 9X\ A, —» i^ % /?! and #2: A2 —> H2 % 7?2 be copairings for /z, TB rx and 
/z2 Tg r2 respectively. Then the composition of maps 

(I*, % r VB lR2) o (fl, V, 02): A, V, A2 -> (//, VB ff2) VB (^ V, R2) 

is a copairing for (hx VB h2) TB (rx VB r2), where T: Rx Vfi H2—> H2 % Rx is the switching 
map. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let h:A —> H, r:A ^ R, u:H —> U and d:H -^ D be maps and 
jjiiD xBR-^ Zapairing in Top .̂ Then uTB dandh~XB r implies 

(u o h) TB {(d o h) +B r}. 

PROOF. Let 9X:A—>H\/BR and 92: H —> U VB D be copairings for h TB r and uTB d 
respectively. Then the composition of maps 

(U % rtoa, yBjB)o(92 yB lR)o9x:A^UWBZ 

is a copairing for (uoh)TB{(doh)fBr}. m 

Let u: A —> U be a fixed map. We define 

MT*(A,/?) = {[r] ; :A->^| i iT f l r}. 

PROPOSITION 4.4. (1) Ifu TB rfor maps u:A—>U and r.A^R, then 

Im(r*: [R,X]B
B-+[A,X]B

B) C aT*(A,X) 

/or any space X in Top*. 
(2) UTB(A, X) C (w o w)T*(A, X)/or any ma/?5 u:A-+Uandw:U^ W. 
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PROOF. (1) Let a: R —> X be any map. Then uTB r implies uTB (a o r) by Theo

rem 4.1(1) and hence r*([a]B
B) = [ao r]J G wTfi(A,X). 

(2) is proved similarly. 

THEOREM 4.5. If A is a co- Hopf space in Top£, then UTB(A, R) = [A, R]B
Bfor any map 

u:A —• U and any space R in TopJJ. 

PROOF. Since A is a co-Hopf space, we have 1A Tg 1 .̂ Then for any map a:A—+ R, 
we have (u o lA) TB (a o lA) by Theorem 4.1(1) and hence uTB a. It follows that [a]B

B G 
UTB(A,R). m 

We call a space Z a grouplike space [4, 5, 14] in TopJJ when Z is a homotopy 
associative Hopf space in TopJJ with an inverse v\Z —• Z, namely, lzffi^ — fi*B 

The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 4.2 of Lim [10]. 

THEOREM 4.6. Let Zbea grouplike space and A any space in Top£. Then (1A)TB(A,Z) 

is an abelian subgroup which is contained in the center of [A, Z]B
B. 

PROOF. The subset (1/4)
1^(A, Z) is closed under the operation +B induced by the Hopf 

structure of Z by Theorem 4.3 (Set u = h = lA and D = R = Z). 

Suppose that [a]B
B G (1A)^(A,Z) or \A TB a. Then we have 1A Tg (i/o a) by Theo

rem 4.1(1). It follows that -[a]B
B = [uo a]B

B 6 (1A)T*(A, Z). Thus (1 A)T*(A, Z) has a group 
structure. 

Moreover, any element [ot]B
B G (lA)lfl(A,Z) is contained in the center of [A,Z]^ by 

Proposition 3.1(1) (Set R = X = Z). 
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